
2 0 1 4  T H A N K S G I V I N G  
G R I L L E D  T U R K E Y

T H E  T O M C Z A K S



DO NOT BE ALARMED  
by THIS MANS APPEARANCE 
The journey has been long and hard. He will show you the way 
to Nirvana via fire and a flightless bird. He is Master; you are the 
Grasshopper. Enlightenment calls.



Prepare the bird by thawing in refridge for three days, remove neck and 
gizzard bag, cut off any drooping fat, wash and pat dry; place on tinfoil 
and stuff cavity with cut apples, celery or onion and package of 
overexposed poultry herbs.



Good looking bird !

Coat bird with olive oil and 
sprinkle with salt and pepper 
and always bet against the 
Bears.



Six inches of unexpected snow came down from the 
mountains last night. Temp is 25 degrees. I present myself 
with this challenge: DON’T SCREW UP THE HOLIDAY





Regular briquettes, and some 
fatwood to get things going in 
the chimney





Twelve assistants ought to do it. It is 10am.



You have to split 
the fire in two 
and add more 
briquettes. There 
should be thirty or 
so on each side. 
Watch carefully to 
see that both sides 
burn evenly. 
It should take 15 to 
20 minutes to get 
em going. Of 
course, you’re 
already there.



As I noted, chunks work best but are hard to find in VT so I filled 
a couple of cans with chips and a little snow. These go into both 
sides of the fire. I’ve used hickory but it adds a very strong 
flavor. Apple word is mild so mesquite is the way to go.



There is a certain amount of ZEN 
involved here. Also, fire worship, 
football, and long journeys  
toward wisdom, not unlike the 
adventures of SpongeBob. 



Abraham delivers the 
bird. We place it 
between the fires. 
The mesquite in the 
cans begins to smoke.



Both fires are hot. 
Geese fly from Arrowhead Lake 
for added effect. 



THIS IS THE POINT THAT SEPARATES MEN  
FROM OTHER MEN 

IT IS NOW 11AM 

PLACE THE COVER ON THE WEBER POT 

OPEN THE BOTTOM AND TOP VENTS FOR THE 
FIRST 30 MINUTES OR SO 

THEN CLOSE THE TOP VENT TO TWO THIRDS 
OPEN 
AND DO NOT OPEN THE COVER FOR TWO HOURS 
VERY IMPORTANT STEP GRASSHOPPER 



SMOKE



Marvelous



I used to hit this hybrid club a ton but I switched to a 3 iron for 
better control so now it is a garden ornament. A good brew from 
Sam Adams and a bottle opener of strange shape that was a gift 
from my sister in law.



It was then that I noticed that this guy was digging a grave in 
the cemetery behind the condo. After awhile he had help but 
still took half a day. 



Took some arty photos



At 1:19 I opened the weber pot, stirred the 
briquettes a bit and emptied the cans of mesquite 
onto the fires. The fires burned a little unevenly 
but there were plenty of coals and they were hot. I 
added a few more briquettes to be safe. Replace 
cover for another hour or so. Always use a 
thermometer to check doneness.





Voo-wah-la 
2:15pm



After three hours the bird is cooked 
and them some. Normally an internal 
temperature is 180 deg, so this is 
excessive. The bird is reddish black 
and could appear burned as in 
ruined; but no, it is burned as in 
magnifico !!!!!!!!!!!!!





The meat is juicy and falls from the 
bone. 
Men with funny hats agree, 
Thanksgiving done right is truly 
the best.





Obligatory photo of our cat.  
HAPPY THANKSGIVING


